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SUMMARY  

Understanding the timing and compositional range of basalts on the lunar surface is vital for 

interpreting the origin and geologic evolution of the terrestrial planets. Here, we discuss the 

importance of automated sample return missions to the mare basalts considered to be the 

youngest (Procellarum) and oldest (cryptomaria) on the lunar surface. These targets can be 

easily sampled using automated sample return missions to help improve our absolute 

chronology for the inner Solar System by providing the timing for the beginning and end of 

lunar basaltic volcanism. Sampling these basaltic materials can be cost-effectively performed 

using small spacecraft missions in a manner which complements future human exploration. 

INTRODUCTION  

As outlined in numerous documents over the past four decades (e.g., Taylor and Spudis 1990), 

the Moon plays a key role in planetary science, providing a unique window into Solar System 

history and preserving ancient processes that have been erased on the Earth and Venus, and 

largely erased on Mars. The Moon’s origin is intimately connected with that of Earth. The Moon 

preserves a record of the early impact rate and a detailed record of its early evolution. The 

Moon is the only extraterrestrial body from which we have samples from known locations, 

providing a more quantitative understanding of its history. There remain many unanswered 

questions. For example, we do not know the details of the Moon's early igneous history, a key 

period in the history of all the solid planets. We do not know the full compositional and age 

ranges of lunar volcanic rocks, so we lack vital information about the mantle and thermal 

history of the Moon, which hinders our understanding of terrestrial planet formation. We do 

not know the full range of compositional variations in the crust, and we know even less about 

the bulk composition of the lunar mantle.   

Automated landers similar to the Soviet Luna 24 spacecraft can be sent to specific locations to 

return samples for analysis to address these questions. Such missions can be executed for a 

relatively low cost compared to other planetary missions, yet still address key questions. 

Precursor sample return missions could complement future human lunar exploration by 

addressing science questions that do not require the flexibility and capability of human 

explorers, as well as possibly prospecting for useful resources (NASA 2005; NASA Advisory 

Council 2007). Here, we advocate executing low-cost automated sample return missions to the 

oldest (the cryptomaria) and youngest (Procellarum) lunar basalts in order to answer key 

questions about the origin and evolution of the Moon and the rest of the terrestrial planets. 
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RELEVANCE TO COMMUNITY OBJECTIVES  

Sampling the oldest and youngest lunar basalts is directly responsive to several science goals 

outlined in the 2007 National Research Council Report on the Scientific Context for the 

Exploration of the Moon, especially Goal 5b: Determine the age of the youngest and oldest 

mare basalts (Space Studies Board 2007). Sample return from the oldest and youngest lunar 

basalts is also relevant to other goals established in that report, including: 

 
1b: Establish a precise absolute chronology for the Moon; 

2d: Characterize the thermal state of the interior and elucidate the workings of the planetary heat engine; 

3d: Quantify the local and regional complexity of the current lunar crust; 

5a: Determine the origin and variability of lunar basalts; and 

5d: Determine the flux of lunar volcanism and its evolution through space and time 

NOTIONAL MISSION STRATEGY 

For the purposes of this white paper we advocate 

automated lunar sample return missions 

functionally similar to the Soviet Luna 24 mission. 

The Moon's proximity to Earth makes this kind of 

focused "grab-and-go" lunar sample return mission 

both feasible and scientifically productive.  To 

reduce cost, our spacecraft would consist solely of a 

single landed spacecraft element with sampling 

capabilities and a sample return system.  The 

spacecraft would be minimally instrumented, 

foregoing most in-situ analyses. After landing, a 

robotic arm would automatically collect and store a 

scoop of bulk regolith, then collect a kilogram of 1 - 

4 cm rocks by raking. Following collection, the samples would be returned to Earth (Figure 

1). The mission duration would be less than a lunar day; no long-duration survival for the 

landed element is contemplated.   

THE IMPORTANCE OF SAMPLE RETURN  

Experience demonstrates the importance of returning planetary samples to Earth (e.g., Taylor 

et al. 1991). To achieve the important science objectives discussed here, detailed analyses of 

chemical and isotopic compositions, mineralogy, rock textures, and physical properties are 

required. While important measurements could be made using in-situ instrumentation, 

terrestrial laboratories will offer more capability for the foreseeable future. In addition, 

 

Figure 1. Artist's concept of sample return mission 

lifting off from the lunar surface with its precious 

cargo.  
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collected samples become resources that can be utilized for years, so new measurements can 

be made as analytical techniques improve. For a sample return mission to be successful, NASA 

and the science community must maintain key capabilities, including lunar sample curation, 

lunar remote sensing data analysis, and appropriately-equipped laboratories staffed with 

experienced planetary scientists. Sample return missions will also play an important 

complementary role towards human lunar return by giving the next generation of lunar 

scientists experience analyzing new lunar samples before the seventh human lunar landing, as 

most Apollo-era veterans will probably be inactive by the middle of the next decade.   

SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND 

Mare basalts cover about 17% of the lunar surface, primarily filling topographic lows on the 

nearside (Head 1976).  Since lunar basalts formed through partial melting of the mantle, they 

are the only direct window into the composition of the interior. Mare basalt classification is 

based on three distinguishing geochemical indices (Ti, Al, and K), which also reflect crystal 

fractionation trends in an evolving magma (Neal and Taylor 1992). However, workers analyzing 

remote sensing datasets have shown that the full range of mare basalt composition and ages 

has not yet been sampled (Giguere et al. 2000; Hiesinger et al. 2003), and additional samples 

are required. Knowledge of the duration of mare volcanism comes from (a) radiometric dating 

of meteorites and samples from the Apollo and Luna missions, and (b) crater counting statistics 

of mare surfaces from remote sensing data. Mare volcanism reached its maximum volumetric 

output between 3.8 and 3.2 Ga (Shearer and Papike 1999), but began as early as 4.3 Ga (Taylor 

et al. 1983; Dasch et al. 1987; Shih and Nyquist 

1989a, b) and may have persisted until as recently 

as 1.2 Ga (Schultz and Spudis 1983; Hiesinger et al. 

2003). The uncertainty associated with these timing 

estimates requires clarification, not only to improve 

our understanding of lunar geology, but facilitate 

interpretation of all terrestrial planet geology.    

SAMPLING TARGET: THE YOUNGEST PROCELLARUM 

BASALTS 

It has long been recognized that some of the basalt 

flows on the Moon might have formed more 

recently than the youngest Apollo basalts (Schultz 

and Spudis 1983). Hiesinger et al. (2003) mapped 

60 spectrally homogenous basalt units in Oceanus 

Procellarum. Using crater counting methods, they 

 

Figure 2.  Image showing the P60 area of Hiesinger et 

al., 2003, along with the crater counting region used to 

derive the model basalt age (in blue).  Collection of 

basalts from this region would provide a much-needed 

calibration of crater-derived age dates. 
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determined that five of these units have model ages ranging from ~1.5-1.20 Ga.  Unit P60 

(Figure 2) is the most interesting. Directly south of the Aristarchus Plateau, Unit P60 has the 

youngest model age (1.20 Ga) of all the basalt units in Oceanus Procellarum. The nearside 

location makes this an ideal location for an automated sample return. 

SAMPLING TARGET: CRYPTOMARIA 

The oldest mare basalts, cryptomaria, are basalt 

deposits that were subsequently buried by highlands 

materials of higher albedo by basin-forming events 

(Head and Wilson 1992). Numerous workers have 

studied cryptomare using remotely sensed data 

(Schultz and Spudis 1979; Hawke and Bell 1981; Davis 

and Spudis 1985, 1987; Head and Wilson 1992; 

Giguere et al. 2003; Hawke et al. 2004, 2005; 

Lawrence et al. 2008; Blewett et al. 1995; Bell and 

Hawke 1984).  In the current lunar sample collection, 

the oldest basalts are from the Apollo 14 site, dated at 

4.3 Ga±0.1  (Taylor et al. 1983; Dasch et al. 1987; Shih 

and Nyquist 1989a, b). More recently, it has been 

suggested that the lunar meteorite Kalahari 009, 

which is a very-low-Ti mare-basalt breccia dated to 

4.35±0.15 Ga, is from a cryptomare (Terada et al. 

2007; Sokol et al. 2008).  

The Schiller-Schickard Region contains several enigmatic features that have long been the 

subject of interest and debate (Schultz and Spudis 1979, 1983; Hawke and Bell 1981; Bell and 

Hawke 1984; Head et al. 1993; Blewett et al. 1995; Antonenko et al. 1995; Antonenko and 

Yingst 2002). In addition to containing the highest density of dark-haloed impact craters, other 

peculiarities of the region include Orientale secondary craters, and the crater Wargentin, the 

floor of which is topographically higher than the surrounding terrain. Utilizing an automated 

sample return spacecraft to collect a sample from a nearside dark halo crater such as Schickard 

R (Figure 3) would result in a contextualized sample from a known cryptomare surface, 

providing an important calibration of age dating and important geochemical information about 

the early lunar mantle. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  Clementine 750nm mosaic showing the 

position of Schickard R crater.  Schickard R would be 

an ideal location to collect a sample using an 

automated reconnaissance sample return mission; its 

nearside location eliminates the need for a relay 

satellite. 
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IMPLICATIONS  

Collecting samples of these extremes of lunar basaltic 

volcanism offers a low-risk, high-reward pathway to address 

important questions in planetary science, including 

understanding the lunar interior, understanding the flux of 

mare volcanism, and improving the absolute chronology for 

the Moon. 

UNDERSTANDING THE LUNAR INTERIOR  

Mare basalts originate through partial melting in the Moon's 

mantle.  The basaltic Apollo samples and lunar meteorites 

only sample a limited range of lunar basalt compositions and 

ages, which limits our understanding of the lunar interior 

and the full extent in space, time, and composition of lunar 

basaltic volcanism. Returning samples from the oldest and 

youngest lunar basalts would increase our knowledge about 

isotopic and trace element variations in lunar basalts, and in 

principle would help to distinguish prospective differences in 

basalt source regions/reservoirs over time.   

UNDERSTANDING THE FLUX OF MARE VOLCANISM  

An important measure of the thermal history of a planetary 

body is the rate of lava eruption and its change with time. 

Our knowledge of this parameter for the Moon is limited.  

Age determinations of samples from the maria indicate that 

most mare volcanism took place between 3.7 and 3.1 Ga, 

but photogeologic evidence suggests that volcanism may 

have begun as early as 4.3 Ga and continued to as recently 

as 1.2 Ga (Figure 4). The characterization of the oldest and 

youngest mare basalts would help to unravel how eruption 

rates varied with time. 

IMPROVE THE ABSOLUTE CHRONOLOGY FOR THE MOON 

The fieldwork and samples from the Apollo and Luna 

missions yielded an absolute chronology which has been 

 

Figure 5.  Radiometric age dates as a 

function of cratering density, reproduced 

from Stöffler et al. (2006).  Sampling the 

youngest and oldest lunar basalts will 

provide more data points and a much-

needed absolute age calibration for all of 

the terrestrial planets (© Mineralogical 

Society of America) 

 

 

Figure 4.  Notional schematic diagram 

reproduced from Head and Wilson 

(1992).  Sampling the oldest and 

youngest lunar basalts would provide 

important information to more 

accurately constrain these models.  
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extended to the rest of Solar System (Stöffler and Ryder 2001; Stöffler et al. 2006; Neukum et 

al. 2001; Hartmann and Neukum 2001; Hartmann et al. 2000). Collecting samples from the 

notionally oldest and youngest mare basalts will have important ramifications for planetary 

science (Crawford et al. 2007; Space Studies Board 2007). Current cratering flux calibration 

curves for the Moon are anchored by dates from mare surfaces near Apollo landing sites (3.8-

3.2 Ga) with very few young dates to establish the more recent (<2 Ga) cratering flux (Figure 5). 

For example, if the Procellarum samples have older or younger absolute ages than expected, 

then we would get a new calibration that would significantly alter or improve knowledge of 

surface ages on the Moon and other terrestrial planets. 

SUMMARY 

Returning samples from the temporal extremes of lunar basalts will provide key constraints on 

important questions in lunar and planetary science.  Robotic sample return missions provide 

the ability to sample locations on the Moon in advance of future human exploration. 
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